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Finished Size: Quilt Size – 54" x 54"

Plum
Cobalt
Fabric A- Medallion Stripe
5319-0124
5319-0199
1 ½ yards
Fussy cut four 3 ½” x 18 ½” strips from the length of fabric (LOF) through the middle of the medallions.
Fussy cut four 3 ½” x 48 ½” strips from (LOF) through the middle of the medallions.
Fabric B- Dots #1
5327-0177
5327-0177
1/3 yard
Cut one 3 7/8” x width of fabric (WOF) strip. Sub-cut the strip into ten 3 7/8” squares. Cut the squares across one diagonal to
make twenty small triangles.
Cut one 3 ½” x WOF strip. Sub-cut the strip into four 3 ½” squares.
Fabric C- Dots #2
5327-0124
5327-0116
Cut two 3 ½” x WOF strips. Sub-cut the strips into twenty 3 ½” squares.

1/3 yard

Fabric D- Tossed Flowers
5324-0124
5324-0199
2/3 yard
Cut two 9 7/8” x WOF strips. Sub-cut the strips into six 9 7/8” squares. Cut the squares across one diagonal to make twelve
large triangles.
Fabric E- Circles
5326-0177
5326-0177
2/3 yard
Cut two 2” x 24 ½” strips.
Cut two 2” x 27 ½” strips.
Cut five 2” x WOF strips. Sew the strips together, end to end, and cut two 2” x 45 ½” strips and two 2” x 48 ½” strips.
Fabric F- Tossed Leaves #1
5325-0177
5325-0177
½ yard
Cut two 3 7/8” x WOF strips. Sub-cut the strips into fourteen 3 7/8” squares. Cut the squares across one diagonal to make
twenty-eight small triangles.
Cut one 3 ½” x WOF strip. Sub-cut the strip into eight 3 ½” squares.
Fabric G- Tossed Leaves #2
5325-0124
5325-0199
Cut one 3 ½” x WOF strip. Sub-cut the strip into four 3 ½” squares.

¼ yard

Fabric H- Tonal Leaves
5323-0124
5323-0199
Cut three 3 ½” x WOF strips. Sub-cut the strips into twenty-eight 3 ½” squares.
Cut six 2 ½” x WOF strips for the binding.

1 yard

Fabric I- Leaves
5321-0124
5321-0199
1/3 yard
Cut one 9 7/8” x WOF strip. Sub-cut the strip into two 9 7/8” squares. Cut the squares across one diagonal to make four large
triangles.
Fabric J- Feathers
5320-0124
5320-0199
Cut one 3 ½” x WOF strip. Sub-cut the strip into four 3 ½” squares.

¼ yard

Fabric K- Vines
5322-0124
5322-0199
Cut two 3 ½” x WOF strips. Sub-cut the strips into twenty-four 3 ½” squares.

1/3 yard

Backing- Feathers
5320-0124
5320-0199
3 ½ yards
Cut two 62” x WOF strips. Sew the strips together and trim to make one 62” x 62” back.
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Block Assembly
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

Follow Figure 1 and sew two Fabric B small triangles, one Fabric F small triangle, one 3 ½” Fabric K square, one 3 ½” Fabric
J square, one 3 ½” Fabric G square and one Fabric I large
triangle together to make one center unit. Repeat to make four
center units total.
Sew the four center units together to make the center square
(Fig. 2).
Sew one 3 ½” x 18 ½” Fabric A strip to each side of the center
square. Sew one 3 ½” Fabric H square to each end of one 3 ½”
x 18 ½” Fabric A strip. Repeat to make a second strip. Sew the
strips to the top and bottom of the center square (Fig. 3).
Sew one 2” x 24 ½” Fabric E strip to each side of the center
square. Sew one 2” x 27 ½” Fabric E strip to the top and bottom of the center square to complete the center block (Fig. 4).
Follow Figure 5 and sew two Fabric F small triangles, one Fabric B small triangle, one 3 ½” Fabric C square, one 3 ½” Fabric
K square, one 3 ½” Fabric H square and one Fabric D large
triangle together to make one border block. Repeat to make
twelve border blocks total.
Follow Figure 6 and sew two 3 ½” Fabric K squares, two 3 ½”
Fabric H squares, two 3 ½” Fabric C squares, two 3 ½”
Fabric F squares and one 3 ½” Fabric B square together to
make one 9-patch block. Repeat to make four 9-patch blocks
total.

Quilt Assembly (refer to the quilt layout while assembling quilt top)
7.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.

Sew two border blocks and one 9-patch block together,
alternating them, to make side border. Repeat to make a
second side border. Sew the borders to each side of the
center block.
Sew four border block and one 9-patch block together to
make the top border. Repeat to make the bottom border.
Sew the borders to the top and bottom of the center block
to make the quilt top.
Sew one 2” x 45 ½” Fabric E strip to each side of the quilt
top. Sew one 2” x 48 ½” Fabric E strip to the top and bottom of the quilt top.
Sew one 3 ½” x 48 ½” Fabric A strip to each side of the
quilt top.
Sew one 3 ½” Fabric H square to each end of one 3 ½” x
48 ½” Fabric A strip. Repeat to make a second strip. Sew
the strips to the top and bottom of the quilt top.
Layer and quilt as desired.
Sew the six 2 ½” x WOF Fabric H strips together, end to
end with 45° seams, to make the binding. Fold this long
strip in half, lengthwise with wrong sides together, and
press.
Bind as desired.
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